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SPE President Ganesh Thakur meets some eager young science students during
his visit to SPE Aberdeen in June – see page 3.

AWARD-WINNING WOMEN IN ENERGY SEMINAR
BREAKS ATTENDANCE RECORDS
A record-breaking 180 delegates attended the sixth Annual SPE Women in
Energy Seminar, at the Royal School of Mines, Imperial College London, in May.
‘The 360 Degree Career Woman’ – held in association with a number of gender diversity
organisations – featured a range of high-profile speakers from the energy industry, as well as
workshops led by professionals from a variety of fields.
The conference has become a major event in SPE London’s Continuing Education (CE) programme,
and last session was responsible for the Section receiving the SPE International Award for Most
Innovative Section.
This year’s event was chaired by Bunmi Titiloye, of BG Group, and Tracey Dancy, of Dancy Dynamics,
with a panel session chaired by CE Chair Clara Altobell, of Serica Energy. Keynote speakers Penelope
Ratcliffe (Schlumberger), Karen Moore (Tullow Oil) and Janeen Judah (Chevron) were invited to
share their experiences in the first session, ‘What you really should know to be a successful woman
in the energy sector’, and it was clear that although their careers had followed different paths, their
informative and entertaining presentations demonstrated similar truths. First, attitude is everything
– be flexible – and the importance of saying “yes” to opportunities. Another important lesson they
were keen to share is that enduringly successful people make failure their friend – they learn from
their mistakes and, better still, learn from other people’s. The over-riding theme for the day – that of
mentoring, both having and being mentors – emerged in this session. Energy is a small industry, and
the connections made early in careers should never be underestimated – or indeed mistreated – as
they will more often than not recur at a later date. However, many of the women present heartily
concurred with Karen’s summing-up statement that well-behaved women rarely make history!
cont’d on page 8
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60 Seconds
with a Young
Professional…
Oludare Elebiju,

Reservoir Engineer (EMEA
Subsurface Consultancy Practice),
Wipro Oil & Gas, Aberdeen
Where were you educated? Your qualifications?
London South Bank University, Petroleum Engineering (MSc); Cranfield University,
Subsea Oil & Gas Exploitation (CPD Certificate); University of Ilorin, Nigeria, Geology
(BSc Hons).
Why did you join the industry?
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My flair for sciences and engineering stimulated me to take a first degree in Geology.
Working as a Field Geologist (Mud Logger) after graduation gave me good exposure
and I wanted to learn and do more. My petroleum engineering degree has since
given me a much deeper perspective and knowledge of the integration of petroleum
geological sciences and fluid/rock engineering.
What do you like most about your job and what would you change?
My degree combination gives me a good edge to look at things from a broader
perspective and provide support within a team. Also, I enjoy travelling and visiting new
places, and my job gives me the opportunity to do this from time to time. However,
I think I’m too much of a work ‘freak’ and so I need to take some time off to relax,
socialise and have fun!
What has been the best moment of your career so far?
Moving back into the industry to work on more technical field projects, after lecturing
for a year and a half.
What kind of future do you think the industry faces?
As the era of ‘easy’ oil and gas seems to have run out, the skills shortage and experience
gaps continue to widen. The industry will have to take more proactive steps to bridge
these gaps now, so as to be in a better position to explore in deeper waters and hostile
environments, to continue to meet the increasing world demand for energy.
How do you like to spend your leisure time?
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Playing football at local league level; playing snooker (when I can); jogging and
working out; watching movies, and relaxing with old R&B music.
What makes you angry?
Driving through many sequences of traffic lights: when the first light finally turns green
the next set changes to red – and the next, and the next...
What makes you happy?
Having the opportunity to put a smile on someone’s face by lending a helping hand in
whatever way possible.
Who inspires you? Why?
Malik Kamal, Senior Reservoir Engineer (ConocoPhillips, Houston). I met him through
the SPE e-mentor scheme, during my MSc programme in 2009. He mentored me not
only to get a job after graduation, but also to pursue continuous career development
to become a sound Reservoir Engineer, as well as be a great mentor to others.
What value does the SPE offer you and how/why do you contribute?
SPE offers a great platform to make new friends and network with other professionals
both locally and globally. I am very passionate about SPE, as I have benefited a great
deal through the e-mentor scheme. That’s why I’m always keen on giving back through
different student and community development activities organised and supported by
SPE.
What is your dream job?
Working as a Principal Reservoir Engineer-Consultant for my own firm, providing
consultancy and training services to E&P organisations, as well as academic coaching/
tutoring to oil and gas institutions.

SPE Aberdeen welcomes global President
In early June, SPE Aberdeen welcomed SPE President Dr Ganesh Thakur as guest of honour at the Section’s
final board meeting of the session and keynote speaker at its Annual Awards ceremony.
During his visit, Dr Thakur learned about SPE Aberdeen’s innovative work during 2011-12,
including the development of educational initiatives designed to engage young people in
science, technology and engineering, and in the career options available in the oil and gas
industry. The President met children from three local primary schools, who ably discussed
their experiments on porosity at the celebratory event, held at the city’s interactive
Satrosphere Science Centre.
The Awards ceremony recognised SPE members who have shown particular commitment
in supporting the Society’s objectives. Member organisations which have demonstrated a
significant contribution were also presented with awards.
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SPE Aberdeen Chairman Masud Javaid says: “It was enormously encouraging for us to be given
the opportunity to meet Dr Thakur and hear about the important work the Society is doing, and
to receive his feedback on how our Section is helping to contribute to the global industry.”
1. This year’s Award for Outstanding Student Chapter goes to The University of Aberdeen, represented
by Nurkenay Bulekbayeva, Gayatri Sivakumar and Razzak Al-Gurnawi.
2. The Outstanding Young Professional Award goes to Sankesh Sundareshwar, Process Engineer at
Bluewater UK.
3. & 4. Service Awards for Exceptional Contribution are presented to (3) Alan Johnson (Principal 		
Petrophysicist at Shell UK) and (4) David Liddle (Strategic Technology Director at ITF).
5. Chris Dunridge of TAQA Bratani receives the Corporate Award for Outstanding Support by an 		
Organisation.
6. Schools Career Guidance Committee member Linda Cowie receives special recognition from the
Section.
7. Past Chair (2009-2011) Chris Nussbaum is honoured by both a Section Award and an SPE Regional
Service Award.
8. Dr Thakur with four of this year’s 24 SPE Aberdeen Student Bursary Award winners: Radhakrishan
Puthiyedath, Simon Fox, Suryansh Sinya and Abayomi Obisesan, along with (centre) Masuad Javaid,
SPE Aberdeen Section Chair, and (rear right) Shankar Bhukya, SPE Aberdeen Student Development
Committee Chair.

Sampling and sharing the SPE spirit
SPE President Ganesh Thakur, talks to SPE review
about his visit to Aberdeen, the SPE spirit and the
value of volunteering.
What are your impressions of SPE Aberdeen Section?
This has been a wonderful visit; I have had the opportunity to find out
first-hand what the various Section committees are doing and I am so
impressed and proud, particularly with regard to the SCG’s work with
schoolchildren. All those who serve as volunteers in the Aberdeen
Section are a great example of what the SPE is all about. The Section is
demonstrating some real innovative thinking in the types of initiatives
and events it offers, and the increasing number of members is extremely
promising for both the Section and the Society as a whole.

Is there such a thing as the ‘SPE spirit’?
Oh yes, and it’s wonderful to see. It’s all about the passion people feel
for their industry and for communicating their ideas and knowledge
to others. I see a common thread between all the SPE members and
Sections – and we have 425 SPE Sections and Student Chapters all
around the world. The SPE spirit is present everywhere!
The Section’s Another Perspective Committee would like to ask you
how successful you think the various gender diversity committees
are globally, and what the SPE can do to support their activities.
The gender issue is a big challenge for our industry because it is very
difficult in the first place for us to attract young people into science,
technology, and engineering, and it is even more difficult for us to
attract females into these subjects. There are some
very good initiatives already ongoing – Another
Perspective is a great example – and I believe
SPE International can play an important role in
coordinating gender diversity activities globally, so
that the different Sections can leverage from each
other’s strengths in this area.
You have been an SPE volunteer throughout
your long career. What, for you, is the value of
volunteering?

Tell us about your work as SPE President.
It has been a fantastic experience! My number one goal has been to focus
on energy education; on the young professionals, and on attracting more
students into science and engineering, and onwards into petroleum
engineering – and I have seen that we are achieving those things all over
the world. There is much more to be done, but I think we are making
good progress in this area. Secondly, I have had a wonderful opportunity
to meet with people all around the world and to learn about their ideas
and best practices, which I have been communicating to other Sections.
There are still several months to go in my assignment and then I’ll be
serving as Past President, when I will continue to promote these activities.

I have always felt SPE is such a highly-respected
organisation and that by being associated with it, not only am I giving, but
I am also gaining tremendously. Volunteers really drive the SPE, enabling
us to achieve a lot of tasks successfully in a very well-organised way. The
key is to recognise volunteers for their hard work, as SPE Aberdeen has
done in its Awards ceremony. However, volunteering is not only about
giving something back and receiving recognition, but also about the
tangible benefits it can deliver, such as developing new communication
and teamwork skills that can help you so much in your job.
You can read more about Dr Ganesh Thakur at:
www.spe.org/about/executives
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Student delegation has first-hand experience of
Brazil’s economic growth
By Ali Izzidien Imperial College London SPE Chapter President

In December 2011, amid the worst economic
crisis to hit Europe in decades, Brazil overtook
the United Kingdom to become the world’s
sixth largest economy.
In May this year, I was one of 46 students from Imperial College
London, who headed to Brazil to discover first-hand the extent of this
growth. We are indebted to our sponsors: Hess, Baker Hughes, Shell,
BP, Schlumberger, Tullow Oil, SPE, Total, BG Group, ERC Equipoise, and
Challenge Energy, for providing their support for this trip.
As petroleum engineering students, we spent a day witnessing how
Brazil’s petroleum industry had contributed to this recent growth, which
should come as no surprise; Brazil is one of the four ‘BRIC’ countries. At
the CENPES Research Centre, Fundão Island, we learned about Brazilian
legislation, which demands that all operators spend 1% of profit on
research and development, at least half of which must be invested
externally. Not only has this driven Petrobras’ mammoth expansion to the
CENPES facility; it has also led to a land rush as companies race to

On Fundão Island, we also observed core-scratch tests and reviewed the
procedure for mixing and testing cements in exceptionally equipped
laboratories.
Our next stop was Macaé, the operational heart of the petroleum
industry in South Brazil. At the Baker Hughes Lagomar facility, we
observed the assembly-line used for cleaning and refurbishing ESPs for
redeployment. We also witnessed the rigorous inspections of ESPs; as
well as manual inspection, each ESP is lowered into a well, which is made
to simulate reservoir conditions.
After a traditional churrasco lunch we moved on to the Vale Encantado
Pressure Pumping Base where we were shown how to secure casing
and tubing to the wellhead. We also experienced, hands-on, Baker
Hughes’ range of drill-bits, including the patented Kymera hybrid bit
which combines roller cones and PDC fixed cutters, and has substantially
reduced drilling times in Brazil’s challenging presalt formations.
Returning to Fundão Island, we were welcomed to Schlumberger’s BRGC
centre, which prides itself on being as well equipped as Schlumberger’s
more well-known research centres in Houston, Singapore and Moscow.
The receiving and cataloguing of core samples was precise, and
extensive time was taken to clean samples. We were then shown
some of the methods used during SCAL, including two-phase relative
permeability tests, and NMR testing.
We finished the day with a series of presentations, the first of which
presented annual R&D expenditure by super-majors, national oil
companies, and services companies. A series of technical presentations
was followed by an overview of how Schlumberger attracts and retains
Brazilian talent in a marketplace where attrition has surfaced to the top of
the agenda for many companies.

develop research and development centres on Fundão Island. This has
also prompted substantial joint partnerships between operators and
universities, many of which have developed into commercial enterprises.
It is projects like these which underpin Brazil’s objective of producing six
million barrels per day and becoming a net exporter by 2016.

SPE LONDON UPDATE
Sami is fourth Section Regional Award Winner
Apologies to SPE London affiliated member, Sami Haidar, for being
‘missed off the list’ of 2011-12 SPE Regional Award-winners announced
in last month’s SPE review. As this magazine went to press, Sami was
due to receive the Regional Completions, Optimisation and Technology
Award at a Gala Dinner at the Savoy Hotel, which concluded London
Section’s First Annual Conference & Exhibition, on 28 June.
Sami and his three fellow award-winning Section colleagues will
feature in a special Conference report, in the September issue.
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Success in retaining talent seems to stem from a willingness to allow
young talent to develop through international assignments. Unlike
in many other countries, the mix of excellent weather, good food
and a vibrant nightlife, allows companies to easily secure the return
of international assignees. Perhaps it is Brazil’s unique ability both
to develop and to retain local skills which has led to it capturing the
prestigious title of world’s sixth largest economy.

Coventry University becomes latest SPE London
Student Chapter
In March 2012, Coventry University SPE Student Chapter was officially
approved by the SPE Board of Directors. Just prior to this, an inaugural oil
and gas seminar, ‘The Shale Gas Revolution’ was delivered to the students
by Dr Michael Ala, of Imperial College London.
The new Chapter has already organised its first ‘official’ event: in June,
Donal O’Neil, former Vice President of Shell International, ran a simulation
session with the students at the London Campus. The Chapter is now
planning its inauguration in July and looks forward to hosting more
events and making its mark within the SPE family.

RECRUITMENT

YOUR SKILLS CHALLENGE
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From Conventional to Unconventional

Edinburgh Campus
This is an exciting opportunity for an accomplished and
ambitious individual to lead our internationally renowned
Institute of Petroleum Engineering (IPE). The continued and
growing demand for the exploitation of subsurface oil and
gas resources means that Heriot-Watt University remains
committed to the development and delivery of training
and research programmes relevant to the needs of the
international petroleum industry.
The Institute’s research is internationally recognised and
was highly rated in the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE)
2008. Over 2500 students have graduated with a Masters
in Petroleum Engineering in the Institute’s 35 year history,
resulting in a high calibre network of IPE graduates at all
levels in the oil and gas industry around the world.
As Head of the Institute you will provide both inspiration
and vision along with sound academic and business
leadership to your team and you will be responsible for the
successful evolution and implementation of the Institute’s
business plan. With a background in academia and/or the
oil and gas industry, you will have a wide-ranging skill set
to enable you to operate successfully in both commercial
and academic environments. Of primary importance will
be your ability to articulate and implement your vision for
the IPE, and to demonstrate your track record of technical
achievement and success in your field.

Real-time and 24 / 7
GR to Quad-Combo
Image Interpretation
Resistivity Modeling

Conventional
North Sea, Europe, Middle
East, North & West Africa,
Latin America, China, etc.

For further information and details on how to apply
for this rewarding opportunity please visit
www.munroconsulting.com/ipe
Alternatively, please contact Amy Dalgleish on
0141 227 7550 or amy.dalgleish@munroconsulting.com

Unconventional
Eagle Ford, Granite Wash,
Woodbine, Permian,
Haynesville, Barnett, Bakken
& Three Forks, Niobrara,
Woodford etc

Closing date: 12 noon on Tuesday 24 July 2012.
Heriot-Watt University is a Charity registered in Scotland, SC000278

+44 (0)20 3286 6250
+1 281 573 0500
info@geosteering.com

Real-time Log from USA
Eagle Ford Shale Geosteering Job

Distinctly Ambitious
www.hw.ac.uk

www.munroconsulting.com/ipe

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 313088
or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk
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TECHNICAL MEETINGS ROUNDUP

London - May
SP London’s last meeting of the 2011-12 session, kindly sponsored by Roxar
Limited, was launched by the YP Annual Technical Showcase, which
focused on key aspects of reservoir modelling and featured talks by Usman
Aslam (Roxar) and Adrian Rodriguez (Schlumberger).
Following the networking buffet, the audience was engaged by presentations
from Chris Hird (Cuadrilla Resources Ltd), who discussed his company’s
planned operations and micro-seismic monitoring in the UK, and Mona Trick
(SPT Group Canada Ltd), who had travelled all the way from Canada to share
some best practices in gas field optimisation.
Not all the talks were subsequently available for publication; however the first
and last presentations of the evening are summarised below.

Getting to grips with gridding
Usman Aslam, Reservoir Engineer with Roxar, presented ‘Accurate spatial
description for reservoir simulation and geological modelling’, which
focused on gridding, specifically:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grid taxonomy
Why do we construct grids?
Who constructs grids?
Gridding as an optimisation process
Ideal requirements
Horizon and fault-surface alignment

•
•
•
•
•

Upscaling requirements
Flow simulation requirements
Fault juxtaposition
Grid quality control
Technical considerations.

After a detailed discussion of each focus area, Usman concluded with the
following takeaway points:
• the appropriate grid type should be chosen for a particular study
• grid construction is an optimisation process where various requirements
are balanced
• choose a tool which provides enough flexibility to balance various
requirements
• grid construction should involve both Geomodeller and Reservoir
Engineers
• various technical requirements should be evaluated up front
• gridding is being continuously improved with time.

Mona’s ‘Tricks of the Trade’
Mona Trick, Advisor at SPT Group Canada Ltd, rounded off the evening with
‘Best Practices for Gas Field Optimisation’ – a practical presentation which
advocated using a holistic modelling approach in tandem with a stringent
focus on history matching with measured data to optimise the value of the
model and accuracy of the forecast.
Mona, whose principal responsibility is the ongoing development of SPT
Group’s production forecasting software, generously shared her wealth of
lessons learned over the past 30 years in the business.
The prize for gas field optimisation is wide-ranging and substantial, she
explained, the bottom line being increased profits from: higher sales, lower
operating costs, better use of existing facilities, fewer operating problems,
reduced downtime, and delay of capital expenditure.
Mona’s ‘prize-winning’ formula is:
•
•
•
•

Build an integrated model: reservoir + well + pipeline + facility
Tune model to existing conditions
Use model to forecast production – and analyse!
Predict the gains from different strategies.

She explained that the entire system needs to be modelled in order to
evaluate:
• Fluid composition – is there condensate in the reservoir?
• Reservoir – is there low recovery? Is there potential for enhanced gas
recovery?
• Well performance – is there early well death?
• Wellbores and pipelines – are there high pressure losses?
• Compression – is there incomplete power usage?
Focusing on each aspect, Mona
introduced an impressive
toolkit of checks, balances and
remedies and shared her own
positive experiences of how
ongoing calibration of individual
elements of the system can
deliver improved overall field
performance.
In summary, she stressed that to
achieve the prize: “Forecasting
flow rates is not enough – you
need to compare with the actual
system performance; analyse how
each part affects the whole, and
forecast production (including
uncertainty) and profit for a variety
of development options, in order to choose the best one.”
You can download copies of both presentations from the SPE London
Past Events section at: www.spe-uk.org

New MPD Seminar identifies need for wider industry discussion
SPE Aberdeen’s first Managed Pressure Drilling Seminar – organised
under the Continuing Education Committee’s Summit Series of oneday specialist seminars – was well-attended by more than 50 oil and
gas professionals representing both operators and service companies.
The event, held
mid-June at
Aberdeen’s historic
Beach Ballroom,
comprised a full
day of technical
presentations and
was launched by
SPE Aberdeen
Section Chair Masud
Javaid. The diverse
mix of presentations
demonstrated MPD’s role as a key technology to help extend mature field life
and delay well abandonment, as well as mitigate drilling hazards and increase
drilling efficiencies by reducing non-productive time (NPT).

Speakers and Session Chairs
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Following the Seminar, session Chair Atul Singh
Bhadauria (left) said: “The event was a great success
in bringing operators, service companies and drilling
contractors together on the same platform to share
their achievements and operational challenges
in implementing offshore and upcoming new
technologies.”
Continuing Education Committee Chair Michael
Heaney (right) added: “It was very encouraging that
this first local SPE event covering the important and
emerging topic of MPD delivered both outstanding
content and an appreciative audience. Even late
in the day the audience were fully engaged and the discussion turned to the
difficulty of getting insurance for underbalanced drilling techniques. Clearly there
is an education need and our SPE Section looks forward to meeting the evident
demand for further discussion on this topic.”
If you are interested in getting involved in organising a similar event
next session, please contact Rodger and Co at: spe@rodgerandco.com.

LONDON

Edinburgh
Applications of magnetic susceptibility techniques in
the oil and gas industry

ABERDEEN

EDINBURGH

Dr Ali and his group were able to detect a sharp boundary in the magnetic
response, which tied in nicely with the reservoir gas-water contact. By
combining this data with other well logs, petrophysicists and geomodellers
can use this information to improve stratigraphic correlations between wells.

John Mills, SPE Research Fellow at Heriot-Watt University, reviews an SPE
technical presentation in Edinburgh.
On 11 April, the University of Edinburgh hosted an SPE Aberdeen programme
technical talk by Dr Arfan Ali, a Lecturer and Course Leader in Formation
Evaluation and Petrophysics at Heriot-Watt University. The main theme of his
talk, ‘Magnetic susceptibility as a potentially useful new technique in
the oil and gas industry’, covered a number of case studies using magnetic
susceptibility measurements on reservoir rock samples from the UK North Sea.
The subsurface porosity-permeability relationship is a complex one, and
is somewhat field-dependent. A poor correlation between porosity and
permeability can yield a wide range of permeabilities for any given porosity.
Dr Ali and his research group are focusing on measuring the magnetic
susceptibility of permeability controlling minerals such as illite, siderite,
hematite, etc, in reservoir rock samples and to provide a stronger statistical
indication of what the local permeability is.
Reservoir minerals and compounds can be classified into three main
magnetic classes based on their response to an applied magnetic field:
diamagnetic, paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic. Main reservoir matrix
minerals such as quartz and calcite fall into the diamagnetic class (Figure
1). These minerals slightly repel the applied magnetic field and give a small
and negative magnetic susceptibility. On the other hand, key permeability
controlling minerals such as illite, siderite and chlorite, are paramagnetic
and give positive magnetic susceptibilities (Figure 1). Ferrimagnetic minerals
such as hematite and magnetite provide magnetic responses that are several
orders of magnitude stronger than paramagnetic minerals under an applied
magnetic field. Magnetic susceptibility techniques developed at the Institute
of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot-Watt University, can easily distinguish the
presence of the three classes of minerals in reservoir rock samples and can
also quantify them.

Figure 2 Above top: normal crossplot between core porosity and horizontal plug
permeability data for a red and white sandstone tight gas reservoir.
Above: crossplot between mass magnetic susceptibility and horizontal plug
permeability data for the same set of samples shown on the left. The regression
line shown fits the better to a higher degree.

Figure 1 The range of ambient (room temperature) mass magnetic susceptibility
values for typical paramagnetic and diamagnetic minerals relevant to
hydrocarbon reservoirs
Being rapid and high resolution, magnetic susceptibility techniques offer
exciting opportunities for improved permeability predictions (in the lab and
downhole), rapid petro-typing and to exploit the potential of thinly-bedded
reservoirs. The laboratory-based measurements allow several hundred core
plugs to be analysed within a day. Measurements can be performed on
whole cores, slabbed cores, core plugs, drill cuttings and even on powder
samples. From the field samples that Dr Ali and his colleagues have analysed,
the technique offers considerably better correlations with permeability even
when there is poor correlation between conventional porosity-permeability
data. Magnetic susceptibility results can be directly compared with local
probe permeameter measurements to develop correlations along the core.
In the absence of other imaging instruments, such as X-ray and CT-scanning,
this tool could even be used to help select homogeneous core samples for
core-flooding or geomechanical testing. This is because the tool can quickly
account for changes in mineralogy along the sample; the presence of clays in
particular. In a blind test on drill cuttings retrieved from an offshore reservoir,

In response to the question: “What would happen in reservoirs where the
permeability is controlled primarily by diamagnetic minerals such as quartz
overgrowths, which are not easily distinguished by the tool?” Dr Ali responded:
“It is true that quartz overgrowths would not give a positive magnetic response,
but we see similar limitations with other downhole tools which usually involve
some sort of baseline correction. A Gamma-ray tool, for example, is ineffective in
hot sands and KCL based drilling muds where there is abundance of radioactive
minerals. In this case, clean hydrocarbon-bearing sandstone can resemble shale.
In all circumstances, data from a number of downhole logs are combined to
provide an evidence-based interpretation.”
Dr Ali is collaborating with Prof David Potter (formerly Heriot-Watt University,
now with University of Alberta) to expand the remit of the downhole
magnetic susceptibility tool to detect magnetic nanoparticles. The aim is to
inject magnetic nanoparticles into the reservoir and to make subsequent
magnetic surveys (a combination of surface measurements and the use of
downhole sensors) to monitor lateral migration of the particles and to be able
to see the reservoir in 3D based upon their position.
Closing his talk, Dr Ali gave another example of how he has been able to
successfully detect corrosion in pipelines, and to evaluate the performance of
pipeline filters.
The presentation highlighted several exciting applications for laboratorybased magnetic susceptibility measurements and the potential for a
downhole magnetic susceptibility tool. For the SPE student members in the
audience, it gave them insight into the process of developing a research
programme and marketing the results. A bright future awaits this novel and
patented magnetic technology.
For further information please contact Dr Ali at: Arfan.Ali@pet.hw.ac.uk
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Aberdeen Schools Career Guidance
Committee receives education-industry award
By Oludare Elebiju
SPE Aberdeen’s Schools Career Guidance (SCG) Committee has received an
award for its ongoing sponsorship of innovative CV workshops run as part of
the Schools Careers Industry Partnership (SCIP) by Coaching Training Consultancy (CTC) Ltd.
The interactive workshops, held in secondary schools in Aberdeen City and Shire, are aimed at pupils moving directly from school into the workplace.
The main objective is to help the young participants to prepare a CV that accurately reflects their particular strengths and experience, as well as giving
them support through mock interviews and assessment centre participation. Each event is staffed by two full-time CTC representatives and two
industry volunteers. The SPE Aberdeen volunteers contribute to the workshop by giving an overview of the oil and gas industry and the exciting career
opportunities available in the local sector.
On 8 June, CTC organised a luncheon, sponsored by Aberdeenshire Council and held at Oldmeldrum Academy, to recognise the support and
participation received from their various sponsors during 2011/12. Alastair Fraser and Kay McCandless, founders of CTC, expressed their gratitude for
the remarkable support received through volunteers, financial assistance and industrial placement training offered to the students by the supporting
organisations.
SPE Aberdeen SCG received its award in recognition of its outstanding contribution and continuous support for these workshops. SPE volunteers bring
their individual skills and experience to the SCIP programmes to try to help bridge the skills gap in the oil and gas industry by helping school pupils
become more aware of the growing opportunities in this exciting industrial sector.
During the event, Aberdeenshire Council CEO Colin Mackenzie announced that the Council has been approved a total of £21 million to invest in the
area of skills development of pupils across the region. CTC’s SCIP programme has been recognised as a worthy avenue to share in this investment.
To make this happen and for it to be even more productive, continuous support of experienced industrial volunteers will always be needed and the
support received from SPE will continue to be in high demand in reaching out to more schools in the Aberdeen area.
Oludare Elibiju (see page 2) is Aberdeen YP Liaison for the SCG Committee and an active participant in the CV workshops and other schools
programmes.

Stress is everyone’s business
SPE Aberdeen’s Another Perspective gender diversity group hosted an
engaging interactive workshop aimed at oil and gas professionals interested
in finding out how to reduce stress at both individual and team levels.
The event, in early June, was led by independent health and stress management consultant
Florence Krol, who described stress as a natural instinct of the human body, which kicks in as a
reaction to change.
Florence emphasised the importance of having honest communication within the workplace,
to avoid problems relating to stress. She said stress could very quickly become a team problem,
spreading from colleague to colleague like a virus. It should not be seen as a weakness and
individuals should not feel embarrassed when they acknowledge stress as an issue. Stress
can happen any time, in any workplace, especially when an individual is exposed to heavy
workloads, she explained. Therefore, to avoid economic losses caused by work-related stress,
employers should have a commitment to all their personnel, to have open discussions in how to identify and manage stress.
During the innovative workshop, the attendees – who represented a variety of ages and positions within the industry – had the opportunity to explain
their concerns regarding stress and associated health implications, such as headaches, high blood pressure, cardiac problems, emotional stability and
depression. The event also helped them identify which personality types are more or less prone to suffering stress.
The event concluded with a breathing exercise, to help the participants learn how to relax (temporary ‘switching-off’) after they have been exposed to
challenging situations in any aspect of their lives. Florence also discussed the many and varied activities that can be used to help relax both body and
mind.
“The event was good – it is important that we are aware of stress. The materials provided were also good. It always engages people to take away some material
for reflection.” Maria Laura Martinez, Simmons & Co
“Florence was a good speaker and very passionate. I really enjoyed the event and got a lot out of it.” Lisa Mott, Chevron

Award-Winning Women in Energy Seminar breaks attendance records
cont’d from front page
Struan Robertson, professional conference speaker and performance
coach specialising in ‘mind set’, took the stage on networking. According
to Struan, networking is more than just exchanging business cards:
a meaningful network is one where you have made an emotional
– and unforgettable – connection. Usually this is about attitude –
demonstrating confidence, generosity and likeability to others. Struan
suggested tips to overcome lack of confidence, including being
comfortable in your own skin and learning some basic body language
principles.
The afternoon panel session speakers, Beverley Smith (BG), Ada Branfield
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(OPC), Marianne Stavland (Baker Hughes) and Caroline Gill (Shell), shared
their personal experiences, highlighting the wide diversity of career paths
and lifestyle choices open to women in the oil and gas industry.
Before the final networking event, sponsored by OPC, delegates
participated in breakout sessions focusing on time management, taking
a career break, money matters, work-life balance and – the most popular
– releasing your leadership potential.
SPE London would like to thank OPC, Schlumberger, Baker Hughes and
Upstream for their generous sponsorship of the event.

Society of Petroleum Engineers

SPE

YP ABERDEEN

FOOTBALL

Tournament

21st July 2012
12:30 -5 pm (Kick-Off: 1pm)
5-a-side
(max.7 players per team)
£15 per team
Register @

http://www.spe-uk.org/aberdeen-section.htm

50 Broadfold Road, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen, AB23 8EE
www.spe-uk.org | [E] YP-Aberdeen@spemail.org | [M] 07799697176
Event sponsors:

RECRUITMENT

Our pioneering
spirit is paying off.

Is yours?

Centrica Energy Upstream is growing fast, at home in
the UK and internationally. Our continuing exploration
successes and an active acquisitions programme mean
we are now in a position where we can increase our
production by 50% within the next 5 years. It takes a
driving force to achieve success on this scale. Ours is a
shared culture. One where safety, high performance and
pioneering spirit are at the heart of everything we do. And
where the achievements of individuals really do make a
difference.
Our subsurface people are critical to achieving these
ambitious growth plans. Join our team and you can develop
your skills as you make your own contribution in a variety of
differing geological basins and settings, across six different
regions. If you’re looking for an international career where
the horizons just keep getting broader, this could be just
what you’re looking for.
For all of our Subsurface opportunities, please visit
www.centrica.com/careers

www.centrica.com/careers
a real sense of adventure

Geologist,
Aberdeen

Advertise your job vacancies on this page. Phone +44 (0)1224 313088 or email spe.advertising@mmm-media.co.uk
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SPE LONDON’S TOP 20 TECHNICAL TOPICS
SPE London Programme Committee recently asked members to
indicate their preferred topics for the Section’s 2012-13 evening
technical meetings series. Here are the top 20 topics selected:
1. Shale gas and its potential market in Europe
2. Declining production: how best to recover the remaining oil
3. Latest advances in well technology
4. Reservoir Fluid (PVT) Analysis – Value to appraisal/field 		
development planning
5. High pressure/high temperature reservoirs
6. Fraccing; especially of shales
7. Heavy oil – identification and exploitation
8. Update on Falklands exploration
9. Flow assurance
10. Exploration to appraisal – when is enough truly ‘enough’?
11. Arctic opportunities
12. Reserve calculations and categorisation
13. Shale oil\oil shale – what’s the difference?
14. Decision risk analysis
15. Wind farms and gas/oil field collaboration – understanding
how they can coexist
16. Private equity role in the E&P business
17. What does a young engineer need to do to set up and own
an oil company by his/her 30s?
18. Global LNG market trends
19. Reserves-based lending and the importance of SPE PRMS
20. Access to infrastructure in the North Sea: a world of 			
opportunities vs a major hurdle
The final programme will be announced in September.
Meantime, the Programme Committee would welcome
volunteers to speak on any of the above topics.
Please contact: tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com.

SPE CONSULTANTS LISTING
Peter Aird – MSc, CEng – deepwater/HPHT drilling supervision, well engineering, training/
coaching consultant • email: kingdom_drilling@msn.com • www.kingdomdrilling.co.uk
David Aron – Development studies, negotiations, evaluations, expert witness
• tel: 020 8347 3498 • fax: 020 8347 3499 • email: davidaron@pdc.uk.com • Petroleum
Development Consultants Ltd, Stanhope House, 4 – 8 Highgate High Street, London N6 5JL
• www.pdc.uk.com
Alasdair Campbell – Completion design and technology specialist, well design studies,
project management services • tel: 01358 720703 • mob: 07981 381294
• email: ali@wellwizards.com • www.wellwizards.com • Unit 10, Balmacassie Commercial
Centre, Ellon, Aberdeenshire, AB41 8QR
Maurice Cotterill – CEng, FIMMM – exHPHT expertise, well design, advanced casing/tubing
analysis, studies/reviews • email: maurice.cotterill@sede.co.uk
Steinar S Johansen – Expert reservoir engineer and petroleum economist • reservoir studies
and simulation, datarooms, reserves assessment, field development, petroleum economics
• tel: +47 97464427 • email: schjohan@online.no
Kwabena Kwakwa – BSc, MPhil – 30yrs+ experienced applied geomechanics specialist
• wellbore stability, sand production, depletion effects, fracturing design, etc
• tel: +44 (0)1932 560484 • mob: +44 (0)7989 383084 • email: kkwakwa@energy-tech.co.uk
Merlin Extended Reach Drilling – Feasibility/design/training, equipment specification, risk
& cost reduction; wellbore stability solutions; Spitfire flypasts! • tel: 01738 627922
• email: iain.hutchison@MerlinERD.com • www.MerlinERD.com
Oleum Khaos Ltd – First quartile petrophysics, 30+ years experience • field studies, well
planning, peer assist/review, project management • tel: +44 (0)7852 554496
• email: info@oleumkhaos.com • www.oleumkhaos.com
Henry Smith – CEng – 25yrs experience. Cased hole log analysis and training, well test
analysis, well design and production optimisation • tel: +44 (0)7946 547059
• email: hsmith@hks-tech.com
Petrophase Ltd – Reservoir fluid studies, sampling/PVT programmes, PVT modelling, data
QC, compositional gradients, contaminants, allocation, training • tel: +44 (0)7771 881182
• email: info@petrophase.com • www.petrophase.com • Brian Moffatt, 34 Oaklands Drive,
Reading, Berks, RG41 2SB
Fabrice Toussaint – Petroleum & reservoir engineering solutions, well test analysis DFIT PITA
DST CCT, WBS & rate deconvolution • tel: +44 (0)7861 770897
• email: contact@dinovapetroleum.com • www.dinovapetroleum.com • Dinova Petroleum Ltd,
74 Lambton Road, London, SW20 0LP
Haoran Zhang – BSc, MPhil, PhD – Over 28 years’ experience: prospect evaluation, M&A,
field development planning, reservoir engineering, simulation, reserves, peer reviews
• tel: +44(0)7827 089527 • email: haoran@petengplus.com or info@petengplus.com                        
• www.petengplus.com • PetEng Plus Limited, 28 Evergreen Way, Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 4BX
To appear in this listing, please write to Allan Montgomery at M&M Media, 24
Cairnaquheen Gardens, Aberdeen, AB15 5HJ, with: your contact details • up to TEN words
describing your services • advance payment by cheque for £10 inc VAT x the number of
months you are booking a listing (cheque payable to M&M Media).
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS- ABERDEEN
TECHNICAL MEETINGS
SPE Aberdeen is looking forward to another great year of topical
technical presentations, held on the fourth Wednesday of each month,
from September to May (excluding December). The 2012-13
programme is kindly sponsored by Shell and Archer.
First programme meeting of the session:
Wednesday 26 September (6 for 6.30-8.30pm)
Aberdeen Douglas Hotel, 43-45 Market Street, Aberdeen AB11 5EL
Technical presentation and networking buffet
‘Dalia/Camelia – first world deep offshore polymer flood
implementation’
SPE Distinguished Lecturer, Danielle Morel (Total)

CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
18th SPE ICoTA European Well Intervention Conference
14 -15 November, Aberdeen Exhibition & Conference Centre

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS – DEADLINE EXTENDED TO LATE JULY
Europe’s premier forum for exchange and discussion of the latest
developments in completion and well intervention techniques.
The event encompasses the full range of well intervention practices,
including coiled tubing, slickline, e-line and hydraulic workover, as well
as specialist tools and solutions.
Exhibition stand spaces are selling fast for this popular annual event,
with a wider choice of stand space and Wi-Fi included for exhibitors.
A dedicated conference App will also be available, to provide
information for people on the move and give wider exposure to
exhibitors and sponsors.
Details: www.spe-uk.org, or spe@rodgerandco.com
Event organisers: Rodger and Co, tel: 01224 495051

In conjunction with:

Corporate Supporter:

Call for Abstracts - Deadline: 3 September 2012

Industrial Structural
Geology:
Principles, Techniques and Integration

Convenors:

Frank Richards
Dana Petroleum

28 - 30 November 2012
The Geological Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

Nick Richardson
Dana Petroleum

Steve Rippington
CASP

Woody Wilson
BP

Conference Sponsors:

Call for abStraCtS
Structural geology is a crucial element in the Petroleum and Mineral Industries. It provides the framework
within which we explore, appraise and develop assets, with a critical influence on their commercial success.
Industrial activity provides a wealth of structural data to advance fundamental science, which allows theories
to be tested through constantly evolving techniques. Ultimately structural geology is a key pillar in supporting
the profitable generation of society’s energy and mineral requirements, requiring research funding and
offering rewarding careers to future geoscientists.
This conference provides an opportunity to review current best practices in structural geology as well as
explore and define the relationships between industry and academic practitioners. In a commercial climate,
where declining resources, the environment and safety are all fundamental issues, defining future trends and
developments through better collaboration will help prepare us for the challenges that lie ahead.
This three-day conference will combine presentation, discussion and workshop formats. We invite contributions
covering all practical aspects of structural geology with a commercial application, including: mapping and
fault validation; fault seal, trapping and compartmentalisation; regional geology, including restorations and
plate-scale reconstructions; risk, uncertainty and volumetric assessment; geomechanics, fracture prediction
and (HPHT) production behaviour; unconventional resources; carbon storage; application of analogues; salt
tectonics; data collection, synthesis and integration.

Confirmed Keynote Speakers:
John Cosgrove (Imperial College)
Martin Jackson (AGL, BEG, University of Texas)
Steve Jolley (Shell)
Paul MacKay (Shale Petroleum Ltd)
Dave Sanderson (University of Southampton)

Richard Swarbrick (Ikon Science/Geopressure Technology)
John Underhill (University of Edinburgh)
John Walsh (Fault Analysis Group, UCD)
Nicky White (University of Cambridge)
Graham Yielding (Badley Geoscience)

For further information and registration, please contact:
Steve Whalley, Event Co-ordinator: +44 (0)20 7432 0980 or email: steve.whalley@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum

Corporate Supporter:

Improving Sustainability Through
Innovation and Collaboration
Convenors:

A gLoBAL FoRUM FoR BUsiness LeAdeRsHiP And
teCHnoLogY AdVAnCeMent.
tHe CoMPReHensiVe eVent FoR HeAVY oiL.
The North Sea’s “Atlantic Frontier” has a multitude of possibilities for extraction
and exploitation of heavy oil. Join international experts in Aberdeen and share
knowledge, best practices in operations, and innovation for sustainability in heavy
oil around the globe.
conference | exhibition | networking | courses | technical tours

sePteMBeR 10-13, 2012
ABeRdeen, UK
ABeRdeen eXHiBition & ConFeRenCe CentRe

University of Aberdeen

Nick Birch
Talisman

Operations Geology
Workshop
Friday 5 October 2012

Kings College Conference Centre, University of Aberdeen

Chris Clarke
Talisman

Graham Dudley
BP

Mark Kingsley
ConocoPhillips

Peter Redpath
HRH

Tim Stephen
BP

Peter Williams
BP

Conference Sponsors:

Operations geology is a critical function in the continuing wealth and health of the
hydrocarbon industry. This conference aims to highlight the importance of the discipline
of operations geology in the industry today. The conference will provide an opportunity to
share best practices through case studies and in doing so will demonstrate the central role
that the operations geologist plays as an integrating link between drilling engineers and
geoscientists. The conference will promote operations geology as a viable long term career
path and demonstrate its value to the industry.

• NEW AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - including remote operations, geosteering
techniques, visualisation and integration tools

2012 Official Congress Stakeholders:*

• TRADITIONAL DATA AND ANALYSES - maximising value from conventional data
such as mud logging, drilling and real-time data

*As of May 2012

exhibit | sponsor | register

worldheavyoilcongress.com
RegisteR to Attend


Stuart Archer

Registration Now Open

Enter reference code sPe

• OVERBURDEN GEOHAZARDS - shallow gas, pore pressure, geomechanics and
wellbore stability
• PLANNING, PROCESS AND PEOPLE - optimisation of the well planning process
and how to ensure integration between functions during execution
For further information and registration, please visit the conference website
www.geolsoc.org.uk/gsl/groups/specialist/petroleum/operations12 or contact: Laura Hayward,
Events Administration Assistant: +44 (0)20 7432 0983 or email: laura.hayward@geolsoc.org.uk

At the forefront of petroleum geoscience
www.geolsoc.org.uk/petroleum
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